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About This Content

After the first wave of great colony ships departed Earth, the jubilation of humanity was short-lived. Those left behind fell into
a violent struggle over the quickly-diminishing resources on their barren home world. From this tumultuous time, two new
factions arose. These newcomers were grounded not in the idealism of their predecessors, but on opportunism, resilience,

ruthlessness, and above all a commitment to their own survival.

Now, many decades after their first landfall on a new planet, the proud survivors of the first expeditions beyond Earth look up
to see the skies darkened by a new breed of pioneers.

Beyond Earth extended the Civilization franchise from its historical setting into the possible futures of science fiction. Rising
Tide extends Beyond Earth to new frontiers on the planet’s surface and beneath its seas, adding even more choices and

diplomatic options as you continue to build “just one more turn” toward a new vision for the future of humanity.

Colonize the Ocean: Build floating settlements and access natural resources hidden beneath the seas of the alien planet.
Alien beasts with unique abilities inhabit the water and challenge the player in new ways. The ocean provides a fully
replayable map, new gameplay mechanics and strategic possibilities for players to reign supreme on their new world.

Dynamic Leader Traits: Players and AI Leaders alike unlock new Traits through gameplay and activate different
combinations to respond to the changing world. These dynamic sets of Traits also provide benefits and add to the new
Diplomacy system, governed by the new Fear and Respect attributes.
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New, Enhanced Diplomatic Options: Shape the diplomatic landscape by using political capital to upgrade your traits,
change diplomatic relationships, and leverage the benefits of your allies’ traits.

New Sponsors: Four new factions have been added to the game including Al Falah, nomad explorers descended from
wealthy and resilient Middle Eastern states that possess a rich cultural and commercial heritage.

New Artifact System: Collect and combine powerful relics to unlock new perks, unit upgrades, and buildings for your
faction on the new world.

New Hybrid Units: Affinities are competing visions for the future of humanity. By investing in multiple Affinities,
rather than specializing in just one, players can unlock special hybrid Affinity units and upgrades.

New Biomes: Two new world types have been added. Primordial worlds are rife in volcanic activity and the chaotic
landscape of a world still forming. Frigid worlds have cooled in their great age, their surfaces covered with icy oceans
and frozen tundra.
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Title: Sid Meier's Civilization: Beyond Earth - Rising Tide
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Firaxis Games, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Publisher:
2K, Aspyr (Mac), Aspyr (Linux)
Franchise:
Sid Meier's Civilization
Release Date: 8 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® Vista SP2, Windows® 7, Windows 8/8.1

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8 GHz or AMD Athlon X2 64 2.0

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB ATI Radeon HD 3650 or better, 256 MB nVidia 8800 GT or better, or Intel HD 3000 or better integrated
graphics

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 13 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c‐compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Other Requirements: Initial installation requires one-time Internet connection for Steam authentication;
software installations required (included with the game) include Steam Client, Microsoft Visual C++2012 Runtime Libraries
and Microsoft DirectX.

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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The shooting range has been a lot of fun. I see a lot of potential for a really fun game to play with your friends, but I've been
unable to join any games.. Ive played all the other installments in the Zup! puzzle series and allways felt they was pretty decent
and relaxing breaks from more demanding games. In the new game Zup! XS the devs has tried to take a new approach on the
series which i can sort of appreciate in the sense that after over 10 games, the series pretty much had run its course.
Unfortunately the devs has taken a rather lazy take on reinventing the franchise so the players will have to build large parts of
the level designs themselfs which in my opinion has completely destroyed the relaxing approach the series previously had. For
anyone who hasnt played any of the ZUP games i would strongly recommend playing any of the previous games while steering
clear of this one.. First to say, its been a while i havent been locked by a fun game, this game mixes arcade mode and strategy.

I always liked chopper games and this one lets you attack target or supply line or extract wounded soldier or pinned special
forces.

All this in coop mode which is a total blast to see the other players raining down on the viets while im perfoming a daring
attempt at landing my helo under enemy fire to get the guys out!!

The only part i disliked at first is the game menu interface, little bit hard to understand but after 10 mins its all set and you're in
combat!

. bad game, ends to quick, ETC.. a really amazing game even with the simple ideas here it does provide a nice challenge ,,,the
only down side for it that its somewhat over priced IMO. Did you even test certain levels like level 5? Some jumps are literally
impossible to make. I've spent $0,20 on this game, and it was not worth it...

Minus points:
-Bad gameplay
-Impossible levels
-So many bugs

Plus point:
-Nice animations
-Simple platform game which is fun
-The game is cheap AF. This looks like a game from 90s. It has a lot of potential but also a lot of game design flaws.. The good
-It's pretty
-Voice interactivity
-Cool setting and theme
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-Decent Music

The bad
-Terrible combat. Slow and "Arcade-y".
-The hand angles are off for Rift Touch Controllers.
-All the weapons are modeled after real world 2-handed weapons wielded 1-handed by everyone in game.

Refunding for now but I'll come back after an update or two.. I am not sure what i think about this game. I am not all that
familiar with this genre but i have played Patrician IV and this game is extremely similiar to that game in almost everything
except the setting. The game is certainly prettier and die hard fans could probably name thousands of ways that the games are
different but i found the games to be so similiar that i would have been really disappointed if i had paid a whole lot of money
for it.

Luckily i did not and if you have not played Patrician IV then there is no reason for you to care. But people who have should
know about this.

Now concerning the game itself. I really enjoyed my time with the game at first. The game should should be pretty easy to get
into both for newcomers and old fans and it is really fun at first to travel the Mediterranean Sea buying low and selling high.
Setting up trade routes, building industry and expanding your trade empire is really fun and relaxing but the game is just way too
easy.

You really have to try to fail at making money and after a couple of hours you should have been able to set up some trade routes
which basically makes you a bunch of money without you having to do anything. There is a bunch of stuff to do in the game but
it all comes down to making more money and it is often more time consuming than it is challening.

Sure you can produce your own wares to increase your profit margin which means that you have to make sure that your factories
have the required raw material and so on. But why would you do this more than once only to increase the profic margins that are
already good enough.

Sure you can try to make some more money to buy some new ships and create an extra trade convoy but you have already done
this a bunch of times and the endless loop of making more money so that you can make more money gets old.

I found the game lacking in having interesting stuff to spend your money on. Some people might be satisfied with simply
making money so that you can make more money but i found that really boring after a while and there really was not anything
there to keep my interest after that.

Oh and the naval combat is crap. It controls really odd and for some strange reason the devs decided to take away the slowed
down speed modes in the combat. So the combat is really fast and i thought that it turned into a hectic mess. You can also only
control one ship at a time and the ai takes control of the rest. This is functional for normal sea battles but it turns into a mess
when you have to sail around and try to catch a ship so that you can board it.

I have probably sounded quite negative about the game but i absolutely do not dislike it. It is a charming and simple game about
trade and i would recommend it to people who is looking to spend some hours doing just that. But i did not find the depth in the
game to keep me interested after a couple of hours and you should probably take that into consideration when thinking about the
price.. Great classic game recommended.
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Beatuiful and Haunting, this is off to a great start. Update: turning it into a "real review" since "Facebook game" wasn't clear
enough for some people.

"3/10. Facebook game." According to My Own Ratings.

Click. Wait a few minutes. Come back and click again. Annoy your friends until they unfriend you. Annoy random people.
Befriend random people and annoy them anyways.
That's it for the basic game mechanics. All you need is a theme on top of it and you have a facebook game. This game's theme
was porn. Porn is good. This game should be good. But it's a facebook game, so I can't recommend it.

Click. Wait. Click again. Annoy people. Eventually spend money.. Meh, it's not a bad game but it gets boring pretty quickly.
There are 38 stages, you can complete every stage in ± 2 minutes.

Story: 4/10
Gameplay: 6/10
Music: 8/10
Graphics: 9/10. Love the game! The art is fantastic and the music is very immersive too.

<3 anime girls!. Verlies 2 is a good game. It's not for everyone though, for mulitple reasons :
-It's a rogue-like, with permadeath. You die -> you retry.
-You CAN SAVE, but you only save your actual run, if you die you must restart from the beginning.
-It's HARD, and you must learn to play without any help.
-Game mecanisms remind A LOT old games with raw gameplay.
-Comics-style graphics, you love it or you hate it.
-English is approximate... but the developper apologize with humor and self mockery.

Well then, why is it good ?
-the game is hard, so when you finally learn how to play, it's very rewarding.
-Looting is very fun. Each item found has a value. You can equip or sell it (and more). The economy is great. Gold has an actual
and vital value, unlike in many hack and slashes.
-Levelling offers a lot of variety with multiple skills.
-Crafting, weapon enhancements...
-You play, you crawl trough the dungeon, you die "WTF I STILL HAD 5 LIFE POTIONS WHAT A
DUMB\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665I AM \u00a7\u00a7", you restart. I guarantee it. Verlies 2
is this kind of a game, "what if I made just another run ?" And another one, and another one... It's addictive.. This is a really
great game, especially considering it was done by one person. It has some issues with translation but nothing that really disrupts
that game. The story kept me guessing too. I can usually figure out where the plot is headed but I couldn't catch on to till the
end.. The story is somewhat rushed, going from graduating your exam, to someone stealing your console, and then you're the
only one who can save the whole world! The entire game also very much have a budgeted, and cheap feeling to it.

It's not fantastic, it's not amazing, but it's not bad either: a decent little game that might be worth picking up on a sale.
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